Low-dimensional dynamical characterization of human performance of cancer patients using motion data.
Biomechanical characterization of human performance with respect to fatigue and fitness is relevant in many settings, however is usually limited to either fully qualitative assessments or invasive methods which require a significant experimental setup consisting of numerous sensors, force plates, and motion detectors. Qualitative assessments are difficult to standardize due to their intrinsic subjective nature, on the other hand, invasive methods provide reliable metrics but are not feasible for large scale applications. Presented here is a dynamical toolset for detecting performance groups using a non-invasive system based on the Microsoft Kinect motion capture sensor, and a case study of 37 cancer patients performing two clinically monitored tasks before and after therapy regimens. Dynamical features are extracted from the motion time series data and evaluated based on their ability to i) cluster patients into coherent fitness groups using unsupervised learning algorithms and to ii) predict Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status via supervised learning. The unsupervised patient clustering is comparable to clustering based on physician assigned Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group status in that they both have similar concordance with change in weight before and after therapy as well as unexpected hospitalizations throughout the study. The extracted dynamical features can predict physician, coordinator, and patient Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group status with an accuracy of approximately 80%. The non-invasive Microsoft Kinect sensor and the proposed dynamical toolset comprised of data preprocessing, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and machine learning offers a low-cost and general method for performance segregation and can complement existing qualitative clinical assessments.